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“...I am very interested in your translation of Gita. 
Though I have many English translations, I think 
your translation is the best one. So far, there are 
5 versions in China, and I hope we could translate 
your "Gita" into Chinese too. Could you grant the 
Chinese translation rights......” 
                         ----Dr. Zhicheng Wang, Prof. of 
Philosophy,Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, P. R. 
China 

" .... I would like to include the translation of the 
Gita by Dr. Ramananda Prasad in my site. I am 
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is distributed all over the net will do more to turn 
students away rather than introduce them fairly 
to the text…."  
               ---- Prof. Anthony Beavers, University of 
Evansville, Indiana, USA 

 “ …. A wonderful translation. It's about time that 
we get a new translation of the Bhagavad-Gita. Dr. 
Prasad takes a much more low-key approach, simply 
translating the Gita to the best of his ability and 
allowing the reader to make sense of it.More 
accurate than most other translations and 
rendered into modern prose, ….” 
                    ---- Gsibbery, Baton Rouge, LA. 

“….American Gita Society now offers a 
translation, rendering thought provoking delicacy for 
the scholar, and at the same time provides unbiased 
commentaries that can be easily understood by the 
layperson. This rendition does not endorse, 
propagate, or oppose any causes, and delivers a 
translation that is devoid of all personal 
motivation and speculation …” 

      ---- Douglas Remington, Los Angeles, 1997 

“ .... this translation has an excellent format. It is 
very simple, compact, nice, and comfortable to 
read. Your book is Maha Prasada. I like it very 
much ....”  

        ---- Ojasvi Dasa, Divine Life Society of Brazil 
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CHAPTER 3 

PATH OF SELFLESS SERVICE 
aj=u*n= Wv==c= 
jy==y=s=I c=et=< k:m=*[=s=< t=e  m=t== b=ui3r< j=n==d*n= + 
t=t=< ik]: k:m=*ò[= G==ere m==]  in=y==ej=y=òs= ke:x=v= ++â++ 
vy==im=Xe[=ev= v==ky=en=  b=ui3] m==ehy=s=Iv= m=e + 
t=d< Ak]: v=d in=ûxc=ty=  y=en= Xey==eChm=< a=pn=uy==m=< ++ä++   

Arjuna asked: If You consider acquiring 
transcendental knowledge is better than 
working, then why do You want me to 
engage in this horrible war, O Krishna? You 
seem to confuse my mind by apparently 
conflicting words. Tell me, decisively, one 
thing by which I may attain the Supreme. 
(3.01-02) 

 Arjuna was in the mode of delusion; he 
thought that Lord Krishna meant a contemplative 
life (BuddhiYoga) was better than doing one’s 
normal duty in life in verse 2.49. Some people are 
often confused and think that salvation is possible 
only by leading a life devoted to scriptural study, 
contemplation, and acquiring Self-knowledge. 
Lord Krishna clarifies this by mentioning two 
major paths of spiritual practice — depending on 
the nature of the individual — in the following 
verse:  

XIB=g=v==n=uv==c=  
D==eke:Còsm=n=< i8iv=Q== in={@=  p=ur= p=>=ekt== m=y==Cn=G= + 
N=n=y==eg=en= s==]Ky==n==]  k:m=*y==eg=en= y==eig=n==m=< ++à++ 

Lord Krishna said: In this world I have 
stated a twofold path of spiritual discipline 
in past --- the path of Self-knowledge (for the 
contemplative ones) and the path of 
unselfish work (Sevā, KarmaYoga) for all 
others. (3.03) 

 ‘Sevā’ or ‘KarmaYoga’ means sacrifice, 
selfless service, unselfish work, meritorious 

deeds, giving away something to others. Some 
people often get confused like Arjuna and think 
that leading a life devoted to scriptural study, 
contemplation, and acquiring transcendental 
knowledge may be better for spiritual progress 
than doing one’s worldly duty.  
 A God-realized person does not consider 
oneself the doer of any action, but only an 
instrument in the hands of the divine for His use. 
It should be further pointed out that both  
metaphysical knowledge and selfless service are 
means to attain the Supreme Being. These two 
paths are not separate, but complementary. In life 
a combination of these two modes is considered 
the best. Carry both selfless service and a spiritual 
discipline of acquiring Self-knowledge with you 
as stated in the following verses: 

n= k:m=*[==m=< an==rmB==n=<  n=E{k:my=*] p=uo{==eCxn=ut=e + 
n= c= s=]ny=s=n==d< Av=  òs=i3] s=m=iQ=g=c%it= ++å++ 
n= ih k:ûxc=t=< Z=[=m=ip=  j==t=u it={@ty=< ak:m=*k&:t=< + 
k:=y=*t=e Ä< av=x=/ k:m=*  s=v=*/ p=>k&:it=j=Er< g=u[=E/ ++ç++  

One does not attain freedom from the 
bondage of Karma by merely abstaining 
from work. No one attains perfection by 
merely giving up work because no one can 
remain actionless even for a moment. 
Everything in the universe is driven to 
action --- helplessly indeed --- by the forces 
of Nature. (3.04-05) 

  It is not possible for anybody to 
completely abandon action by thought, word, and 
deed. Therefore, one should always be active in 
serving the Lord by various means of one’s 
choosing, and never be without work because an 
idle mind is the devil’s workshop. Performing 
action till death with a desireless frame of mind is 
better than abandoning work and leading the life 
of an ascetic — even after God-realization — 
because even an ascetic cannot escape the impulse 
of action. 

k:m=e*òn7y==ò[= s=]y=my=  y= a=st=e m=n=s== sm=rn=< + 
wòn7y==q==*n=< iv=m=U$=tm==  im=qy==c==r/ s= Wcy=t=e ++ê++ 

The ignorant one, who restrains the organs 
of action but mentally thinks of sense 
pleasures, is called a pretender. (3.06) 

 One’s growth comes from working 
selflessly rather than giving up work and 
practicing sense-control before one is naturally 
ready for it. Bringing the mind under control is 



difficult, and spiritual life becomes a mockery 
without mastery over the senses. Desires may 
become dormant and rise again to give trouble, 
just as a sleeping person wakes up in due course 
of time.  
 The four goals of human life — doing 
one's duty, earning wealth, material and sensual 
enjoyment, and attaining salvation — were 
designed in the Vedic tradition for gradual and 
systematic growth of the individual and the 
progress of society. Success in spiritual life does 
not come from prematurely wearing saffron 
clothes just to maintain an Ashram or livelihood 
without first conquering the six enemies --- lust, 
anger, greed, pride, attachment, and envy. It is 
said that such pretenders do a great disservice to 
God, society, and themselves and become bereft 
of happiness in this world and the next (BP 
11.18.40-41) A pretending monk is considered 
sinful and a destroyer of the ascetic order of life. 

WHY ONE SHOULD SERVE OTHERS 
y=s=< tv=< wòn7y==ò[= m=n=s==  in=y=my==rB=t=eCj=*un= + 
k:m=e*òn7y=E/ k:m=*y==eg=m=<  as=kt=/ s= iv=òx={y=t=e ++ë++ 

One who restrains the senses --- by (a 
trained and purified) mind and intellect --- 
and engages the organs of action to 
KarmaYoga or selfless service without 
attachment, is considered superior. (3.07) 

in=y=t=] ku:o k:m=* tv=]  k:m=* jy==y==e Ä< ak:m=*[=/ +   
x=rIry==F==ip= c= t=e  n= p=>òs=3Yed< ak:m=*[=/ ++è++ 

Perform your obligatory duty because 
working is indeed better than sitting idle. 
Even the maintenance of your body would 
be impossible without work. (3.08) 

y=N=q==*t=< k:m=*[==eCny=F=  D==ek:=eCy=] k:m=*b=nQ=n=/ + 
t=dq=*] k:m=* k:=Ent=ey=  m=ukt=s=V<g=/ s=m==c=r ++ï++   

Human beings in this world are bound by 
work (Karma) that is not performed as a 
selfless service (Sevā, Yajna). Therefore, 
becoming free from attachment to the fruits 
of work, do your duty to the best of your 
abilities as a service to Me (for the good of 
humanity). (3.09) 

TO HELP EACH OTHER IS THE FIRST  
COMMANDMENT OF THE CREATOR 

s=hy=N=/ p=>j==/ s=&{!<v==  p=ur=ev==c= p=>j==p=it=/ + 
an=en= p=>s=iv={y=Qv=m=<  A{= v==eCstv=< w{!k:=m=Q=uk<:  ++âî++ 

In the ancient time, the Creator created 
human beings together with selfless service 
(Sevā, Yajna, sacrifice) and said: By serving 
each other you shall prosper, and the 
sacrificial service shall fulfill all your 
desires. (3.10) 

dev==n=< B==v=y=t==n=en=  t=e dev== B==v=y=nt=u v=/ + 
p=rsp=r] B==v=y=nt=/  Xey=/ p=rm=< av==psy=q= ++ââ++   

Help the celestial controllers with selfless 
service and they will help you. Thus helping 
each other, you shall attain the Supreme 
goal. (3.11) 

w{!=n=< B==eg==n=< ih v==e dev==  d=sy=nt=e y=NB==iv=t==/ + 
t=Er< dT==n=< ap=>d=y=EBy==e  y==e B=uV<kt=e st=en= Av= s=/ ++âä++ 

The celestial controllers, being nourished 
and pleased by selfless service, will give 
you all desired objects. One who enjoys the 
gift of celestial controllers without sharing 
with others is, indeed, a thief. (3.12) 

 A celestial controller or guardian angel 
means a supernatural ruler, a celestial person, an 
angel, an agent of God, the cosmic forces that 
control, protect, and fulfill desires. Even the gates 
of heaven shall be closed to those who try to enter 
alone. According to the ancient scriptures, helping 
others is the best meritorious deed one can do. 
The wise seek to serve themselves in the service 
of others while the ignorant serve themselves at 
the cost of others. To serve each other is the 
original or first commandment of the creator that 
has been restated by Lord Krishna in the Gita. 
God has given us talents to help us serve, and in 
serving others we grow spiritually. We take birth 
to help each other, to understand, care, love, give, 
and forgive each other. Actually, we serve 
ourselves by serving others. Giving makes the 
world a better place for all humanity. According 
to Muniji “Giving is Living”. 
 It is believed that selfishness saps our 
natural health and immune system also. When we 
take steps to move ourselves away from self and 
think about the needs of others and how to serve 
them, a physical healing process seems to set in 
motion. This is especially true if we personally 
help a person we may never meet again in life. 
 One who makes no sacrifice, but grabs 
everything without helping others, is like a thief. 
It is said that celestials are pleased when people 
help each other. The capacity of the giver 



increases by the grace of God, fulfilling all desires 
to give. The spirit of cooperation --- not 
competition or confrontation --- between human 
beings, between nations, and between 
organizations seems to be hinted here by the Lord. 
All the necessities of life are produced by 
dedicated sacrificial services of other people. We 
are created to depend on each other. The world 
has been called a cosmic wheel of cooperative 
action by Swami Chinmayananda. Cooperation, 
not competition, is more conducive to overall 
progress of the individual, as well as society. 
Nothing worthwhile can be achieved without 
cooperation and help from others. The world 
would be a much better place if all inhabitants 
cooperated and helped each other, rather than 
fight or compete with each other. It is the selfish 
motive that prevents cooperation even between 
spiritual organizations. One who can truly say all 
organizations, temples, mosques, and churches are 
our own, is a true leader and a real saint. 

y=Nix={!=ix=n=/ s=nt==e  m=ucy=nt=e s=v=*ik:ûDb={=E/ + 
B=uJ=<j=t=e t=e tv=< aG=] p==p==  y=e p=c=nty==tm=k:=r[==t=< ++âà++ 

The righteous who eat after sharing with 
others are freed from all sins, but the 
impious who cook food only for themselves 
(without first offering to God or sharing with 
others), in fact, eat sin. (3.13) 

 Food should be cooked for the Lord and 
offered first to Him with love before consuming. 
Children should be taught to pray before taking 
food. The house rule should be: No food before 
prayer and thanking the Lord. Lord further states 
that helping others is divine: 

ann==d< B=v=ònt= B=Ut==in=  p=j=*ny==d< ann=s=]B=v=/ + 
y=N=d< B=v=it= p=j=*ny==e  y=N/ k:m=*s=m=u4v=/ ++âå++  
k:m=* b=>É=e4v=] iv=i3  b=>É=Z=rs=m=u4v=m=< + 
t=sm==t=< s=v=*g=t=] b=>É  in=ty=] y=Ne p=>it=i{@t=m=< ++âç++   

Living beings are sustained from food 
grains; grains are produced by sacrificial 
work (or duty performed by farmers and 
other field workers) and rain. Duty is 
prescribed in the scriptures. Scriptures 
come from the Supreme Being. Thus the all-
pervading Supreme Being or God is ever 
present in selfless service. (3.14-15) 

Av=]  p=>v=it=*t=] c=k>:]  n==n=uv=t=*y=t=Ih y=/ + 
aG==y=ur< wòn7y==r=m==e  m==eG=] p==q=* s= j=Iv=it= ++âê++ 

One who does not help to keep the wheel of 
creation in motion by sacrificial duty (Sevā) 
and rejoices in sense pleasures, that sinful 
person lives in vain. (3.16) 

 Saints, human beings, trees, rivers, and 
earth are for the use of others. However, there is 
no prescribed duty for the enlightened ones as 
explained below: 

y=s=< tv==tm=rit=r< Av= sy==d<  a=tm=t=&pt=xc= m==n=v=/ + 
a=tm=ny=ev= c= s=]t=u{!s=<  t=sy= k:=y=*] n= iv=6t=e ++âë++  
n=Ev= t=sy= k&:t=en==q==e*  n==k&:t=en=eh k:xc=n= +  
n= c==sy= s=v=*B=Ut=e{=u  k:ûxc=d< aq=*vy=p==Xy=/ ++âè++ 

For one who rejoices only with the Supreme 
Being, who is satisfied with the Supreme 
Being, and who is content with the Supreme 
Being alone, for such a Self-realized person 
there is no duty. Such a person has no 
interest, whatsoever, in what is done or 
what is not done. A Self-realized person 
does not depend on anybody (except God) 
for anything. (3.17-18) 

 Lord Rama said: One who considers 
himself as my devotee but depends on others for 
anything, tell Me what kind of faith does he have 
in Me? Such a person’s faith is weak (TR 
7.45.02). 
 All duties, obligations, prohibitions, 
regulations, and injunctions are meant to lead one 
to perfection. Therefore, a perfect yogi who has 
Self-knowledge, detachment, and devotion has 
nothing more to gain in this world by doing 
worldly duty. 

LEADERS SHOULD SET AN EXAMPLE 
t=sm==d< as=kt=/ s=t=t=]  k:=y=*] k:m=* s=m==c=r + 
as=kt==e Ä=c=rn=< k:m=*  p=rm=< a=pn==eit= p=Uo{=/ ++âï++ 

Therefore, always perform your duty to the 
best of your abilities without any attachment 
to the results, because by doing work 
without attachment, one reaches the 
supreme goal of life. (3.19) 

 In no other scripture, written before the 
Bhagavad-Gita, has the philosophy of KarmaYoga 
— unselfish devotion for the welfare of humanity 
— been so beautifully expounded. Lord Krishna 
has elevated the idea of altruism to the highest 
form of worship and spiritual practice. By 
altruism, one obtains grace, by grace one gets 
faith, and by faith the ultimate Truth is revealed. 
One immediately feels better by helping others 



and comes one step closer to perfection. Swami 
Vivekananda said: Work done for others awakens 
the subtle and dormant divine power, Kundalini, 
within our body. An example of attaining Self-
realization by persons while doing their worldly 
duties is given below: 

k:m=*[=Ev= ih s=]òs=i3m=<  a=òsq=t== j=n=k:=dy=/ + 
D==ek:s=]g=>hm=eev==ip=  s=]p=xy=n=< k:t=u*m=< ah*òs= ++äî++   

King Janaka and many others attained 
perfection of Self-realization by selfless 
service (KarmaYoga) alone. You also should 
perform your duty with a view to guide 
people and for the welfare of society. (3.20) 

 Those who do selfless service are not 
bound by Karma and attain salvation (VP 
1.22.52). Nothing is beyond the reach of those 
who have others’ interest in mind. Swami Harihar 
says: Selfless service to humanity is the true 
service to God and the highest form of worship.  

y=d< y=d< a=c=rit= Xe{@s=<  t=t=< t=d< Av=et=r=e j=n=/ +  
s= y=t=< p=>m==[=] ku:ot=e  D==ek:s=< t=d< an=uv=t=*t=e ++äâ++ 

Because whatever noble persons do, others 
follow. Whatever standard they set up, the 
world follows. (3.21) 

 People follow whatever great persons do 
(BP 5.04.15). A leader is obliged to set higher 
ethical, moral, and spiritual standards for the 
general population to follow. If the leader fails in 
this regard, the quality of the nation’s life 
declines, and the progress of society is greatly 
hampered. Therefore, leaders have a great burden 
on their shoulders. The life of a true leader is the 
life of service and sacrifice. Leadership should not 
be an enterprise for becoming rich or famous.  
 A political leader or the head of a state 
uses negotiations (s==m=), bribery or gift (d=n=), 
physical force (d[#), and division (B=ed). These are 
the four noble pedestals on which welfare and 
defense of a country stands, according to the 
Vedas.   

n= m=e p==q==*ist= k:t=*vy=]  iF={=u D==eke:{=u ik:}c=n= + 
n==n=v==pt=m=< av==pt=vy=]  v=t=* Av= c= k:m=*i[= ++ää++   

O Arjuna, there is nothing in the three 
worlds — heaven, earth, and the lower 
regions — that should be done by Me, nor 
there is anything unobtained that I should 
obtain, yet I engage in action. (3.22) 

 

y=id Äh] n= v=t=e*y=]  j==t=u k:m=*[y=t=òn7t=/ + 
m=m= v=tm==*n=uv=t=*nt=e  m=n=u{y==/ p==q=* s=v=*x=/ ++äà++  
Wts=Idey=ur< wm=e D==ek:=  n= ku:y==*]] k:m=* c=ed< ahm=< + 
s=]k:rsy= c= k:t==* sy==m=<  Wp=hny==m=< wm==/ p=>j==/ ++äå++ 

If I do not engage in action relentlessly, O 
Arjuna, people would follow the same path 
in every way. These worlds would perish if I 
did not work, and I would be the cause of 
confusion and destruction. (3.23-24) 

WHAT SHOULD THE WISE DO  
TO THE IGNORANT? 

s=kt==/ k:m=*[y=< aiv=8=]s==e  y=q== ku:v=*int= B==rt= + 
ku:y==*d< iv=8=]s=< t=q==s=kt=x=<  ic=k:0{=*ur< D==ek:s=]g=>hm=< 
++äç++ 

The ignorant work with attachment to the 
fruits of work for themselves, and the wise 
should work without attachment for the 
welfare of the society. (3.25) 

n= b=ui3B=ed] j=n=y=ed<  aN=n==] k:m=*s=V<ig=n==m=< + 
j==e{=y=et=< s=v=*k:m==*i[=  iv=8=n=< y=ukt=/ s=m==c=rn=< ++äê++ 

The wise should not unsettle the minds of 
the ignorant who are attached to the fruits of 
work, but should inspire others by 
performing all works to the best of one’s 
abilities (without attachment to results). 
(See also 3.29) (3.26) 

 Doing one’s duty without a personal, 
selfish motive is an exalted state given only to the 
enlightened ones. This may be beyond 
comprehension of ordinary people. The mark of 
genius lies in the ability to handle two opposed 
ideas and paradoxes, such as living in the world 
with detached attachment. Most people work hard 
only when they have some motivating force, such 
as enjoyment of the fruits of work. Such persons 
should not be discouraged or condemned. They 
should be introduced slowly to the beginning 
stages of selfless service. The excessive 
attachment to possessions, not the possessions 
themselves, becomes the source of misery.  
 Just as one has to pray and worship with 
single-minded attention, similarly, one should 
perform worldly duties with full attention, even 
while knowing full well that the world and its 
affairs are transitory. One should not live thinking 
only of God and neglecting one’s duty in the 
world. Yogananda said: Be as earnest about 
meditation as about earning money. One should 



not live a one-sided life. The importance of 
controlling the senses and ways to combat ego are 
given below: 

ALL WORKS ARE THE WORKS OF 
NATURE 

p=>k&:t=e/ ik>:y=m==[==in=  g=u[=E/ k:m==*i[= s=v=*x=/ + 
ah]k:=riv=m=U$=tm==  k:t==*hm=< wit= m=ny=t=e ++äë++ 

All actions are performed by various forces 
(or Gunas) of Nature, but due to delusion of 
ego or ignorance, people assume 
themselves to be the sole doer. (See also 
5.09, 13.29, 14.19, and 18.14) (3.27) 

 Indirectly, God is the doer of everything. 
The power and the will of God do everything. One 
is not free even to kill oneself. One cannot feel the 
presence of the omnipresent God as long as one 
feels: “I am the doer”. If one realizes --- by the 
grace of God --- that one is not the doer, but just 
an instrument, one at once becomes free. A 
Karmic bondage is created if we consider 
ourselves the doer and enjoyer. The same work 
done by a Self-realized master and an ordinary 
person produces different results. The work done 
by a Self-realized master becomes spiritualized 
and produces no Karmic bondage because a Self-
realized person does not consider oneself the doer 
or the enjoyer. The work done by an ordinary 
person produces Karmic bondage.  

t=Tv=iv=t=< t=u m=h=b==h=e  g=u[=k:m=*iv=B==g=y==e/ +  
g=u[== g=u[=e{=u v=t=*nt=  wit= m=tv== n= s=jj=t=e ++äè++ 

One who knows the truth about the role of 
the forces of Nature (Gunas) in getting work 
done, does not become attached to work. 
Because such a person knows that it is 
Gunas that get their work done by using our 
organs as their instruments. (3.28) 

p=>k&:t=er< g=u[=s=]m=U$=/  s=jj=nt=e g=u[=k:m=*s=u + 
t==n=< ak&:tsn=iv=d=e m=nd=n=<  k&:tsn=iv=n=< n= iv=c==D=y=et=< 
++äï++ 

Those who are deluded by the illusive power 
(Maya) of Nature become attached to the 
work done by the forces of Nature (Gunas). 
The wise should not disturb the mind of the 
ignorant whose knowledge is imperfect. 
(See also 3.26) (3.29) 

 The enlightened one should not try to 
dissuade or detract ignorant ones from performing 
selfish actions that they do, deluded by the forces 

of Nature, because doing work --- and not the 
renunciation of work in the initial stages --- will 
ultimately lead them to realize the truth that we 
are not the doers, but divine instruments only. 
Working with attachment also has a place in the 
development of society and in the life of common 
people. People can easily transcend selfish desires 
by working for a noble goal of their choice. 

m=iy= s=v==*i[= k:m==*i[=  s=]ny=sy==Qy==tm=c=et=s== + 
in=r=x=Ir< in=m=*m==e B=Utv==  y=uQy=sv= iv=g=t=jv=r/ ++àî++ 

Do your prescribed duty, dedicating all work 
to Me in a spiritual frame of mind, free from 
desire, attachment, and mental grief. (3.30) 

y=e m=e m=t=m=< wd] in=ty=m=<  an=uit={@int= m==n=v==/ + 
X3=v=nt==eCn=s=Uy=nt==e  m=ucy=nt=e t=eCip= k:m=*òB=/ ++àâ++ 
y=e tv=et=d< aBy=s=Uy=nt==e  n==n=uit={@int= m=e m=t=m=< + 
s=v=*N=n=iv=m=U$=]s=< t==n=<  iv=i3 n={!=n=< ac=et=s=/ ++àä++ 

Those who always practice this teaching of 
Mine --- with faith and free from criticism --- 
become free from the bondage of Karma. 
But those who find fault with this teaching 
and do not practice it, should be considered 
ignorant, senseless, and confused. (3.31-32)  

s=d&x=] c=e{!t=e sv=sy==/  p=>k&:t=er< N=n=v==n=< aip= + 
p=>k&:it=] y==int= B=Ut==in=  in=g=>h/ ik:} k:ir{y=it= ++àà++ 

All beings follow their nature. Even the wise 
act according to their own nature. (If we are 
but slaves of our nature) Then what is the 
value of sense restraint? (3.33) 

 While we cannot and should not suppress 
our nature, we must not become victims but rather 
controllers and masters of the senses by using the 
discriminative faculties of human life.  
 


